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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN I NTRODUCTION
REFERENCES

A funny thing happened to William Bromley on his way to the spcakership
of the Commons in 1705. As a stern Tory, whose party had just retained their
majority in a general election, Bromley could have expected a good run at the
chairmanship of the house. Yet strangely, as he began to work for support
amongst his fellow MPs, his campaign was torpedoed from a quite unex-
pected direction. Nearly two decades earlier, Bromley had toured Europe and
had published an account of his travels. ) Now the work reappeared without
his permission, this time accompanied by a spoof table of contents drawing
attention to the youthful absurdities of the volume.' Bromley's reputation
sank in general hilarity, and his Whig rival, John Smith, carried the election.'

It is not entirely clear who engineered this debacle. john Olchnixon, writ-
ing, long after the event, attributed Bromley's downfall to Robert Harley,
the secretary of state. Oldmixon claimed the minister had invited groups
of leading statesmen to evenings at his house and had then distributed the
republished volume as after-dinner entertainment, exclaiming 'have you not
seen Mr Bromley's Travels?' 4 The story is plausible. Harley was a master
manipulator of public opinion, and was determined to block Bromley's ele-
vation because he feared a rabidly Tory speaker would undermine his mixed
and moderate administration' Bromley himself suspected Harley. A note
in his handwriting on one copy of the offending work accused 'one of the
ministry' of being 'very conversant in this sort of calumny'!' Yet whatever

Bromley toured in 1688-9 to produce 'William Bromley', Remarks in the grand() tour 11692).
2 INX1 illi a m Bromley', Remarks made in travels tbrungb France and Italy (169 exactly repro-

duced the 1692 work despite the title change, A 'table of principal matters' was added in
1705.

3 For more on the contest, W. A. Speck, the choice of speaker in 1705', 111111:, 37 ( 1 9 64 ),
20-46.

4
 . john Oldini X011, The history of Lnglana (luring tbe reigns of kits; ‘111,1 Queen Alan'

'1735), p. 345.
For arley's propaganda activities, J. A. Downie, Robert Marley and Ore press (Cambridge,
1979),
David I layton, Evelyn Cruikshanks and Stuart I landlcy, eds., The 'louse 01 (.0110n n nis, 1690-
1715 (3 vols., Cambridge, 2002), 111'348.
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BL British Library
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FEW English Historical Review
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the pleasure of guessing who was behind Bromley's embarrassment, the pre-
cise manner of his humiliation is far more interesting. Reading the table of
contents — and exploring how it helped to frustrate a career — reveals much
about the fundamental assumptions of the English Augustan age.

For the most part, the spoof contents took aim at the almost unrelieved
banality of Bromley's prose. By the time the young man had toured Europe,
a tradition of travel writing had emerged, in which authors not only noted
the places they visited, but also commentated on the historical, scientific,
geographic or political significance of what they had seen. ' In capable
hands, this tradition could produce valuable works of reference. In Bromley's
case, unfortunately, it resulted in a straining for profundity: a catalogue of
tautology and failed analysis which the new contents page exposed ruthlessly.
Thus Bromley was trying to write good travel literature when describing the
geographical situation of his landing point on the continent. Lie had so little
of importance to say, however, that 'the table of principal matters' which
was attached to the satirical edition could reduce his thoughts to 'Boulogne,
the first City on the French shore, lies on the Coast.' Similarly, his attempt
to describe the difficulties of travelling in winter became 'A deep Snow in
January, and the Weather cold'; whilst comments upon town construction
in Europe were summarised as 'Pavements of ... broad Stones, convenient
for walking on' or 'A Door shut up, and clos'd to the Middle with Brick,
not pass'd through since'. By the time Bromley had arrived in Italy, this style
of ridicule had got into its stride. Observations on architecture became 'The
English Jesuits Colledge at Rome may be made larger than tis, by uniting
other Buildings to it', whilst the author's stab at natural history in the Alps
came out as `Carponi, a fish in the Lake di Garda, by the similitude of the
Fish and Name, the Author much questions if they are not the same with our
Carps.' Towards the end of the table, the jokes got pithier, ranging from the
magnificently tautologous — `Parmesan ham . . from Parma'; on through
the blindingly obvious — "[ravelling by Night not proper to take a View of
the adjacent Countries'; to the gratuitously cruel —"Hie Author visits a Mad
House.''

By themselves, such comments may not have destroyed Bromley's reputa-
tion. I lis own sense that his 'trifling' observations should be excused because
he was `very young' when he wrote them, may well have been shared by
many who chuckled over the work in Harley's drawing room.' What really
did the damage was the spoof's suggestion that the author condoned Roman
Catholicism. In the instances above, humour stemmed from a condensation
of Bromley's prose into a summary so bare that it revealed the emptiness

See beIrm, ;:h: I. Quotes from Bromley Remarks made 1. 1 705 edni, table.
1 lavton, /lints(' o/ Commons, III:348.

of the original. At other points m the work, this same satirical compression
removed qualifications m the author's descriptions of Roman worship, and
so made him appear sympathetic to a faith which most Englishmen viewed
as a wicked perversion of Christianity. The satirist's treatment of miracles
was typical. Again and again, the process of suiiimary removed any sense
that Bromley was merely reporting superstitious traditions, and left him
apparently repeating miraculous stories as true. For example, the table of
principal matters omitted the words 'they say' from Bromley's account of
Catholic folklore in the Spanish Netherlands. Consequently it advertised `A
Side Chappel in the great Church at Aix, into which if any Woman enters she
is i mmediately struck Blind'. Again, all sense that Bromley was simply relay-
ing popular beliefs and noting public monuments disappeared in the satirist's
`Divers miracles wrought by St Nicholas' Arm, as the Author was assur'd,
and which were afterward confirm'd ... by a Description on the Wall'. At its
worst, such condensation actually put Roman Catholic words m Bromley's
mouth (as in its treatment of what was obviously a guide's spiel: 'The Shelves
of a Library supported by the Statues of Arch Ilereticks, viz. Luther, CalvM,
Cranmer 8cc.'); or simply twisted the meaning of the author's original prose
to suggest complicity in papal claims. In one passage of Bromley's original
Remarks, he had commented with surprise on the Pope's tolerance of other
faiths: `In the evening I was admitted to the Honour of Kissing the Pope's
Slipper; who, though he knew me to be a Protestant, gave me his Blessing
and said nothing of Religion: 1 u In the table of contents, however, Bromley's
folly in reporting this meeting in such friendly terms was magnified by a
summary which suggested it was the writer, rather the pontiff, who ignored
the inappropriateness of a Protestant's participation in a popish ceremony.
`The author kiss'd the Pope's Slipper, and had his Blessing, ... but not a
word of Religion'. When the satirist added to this subterfuge by highlighting
a section which suggested Bromley might have sympathies with the exiled
dynasty of Catholic Stuarts, the demolition was complete." The candidate
for the speakership stood revealed as a fellow traveller as well as a banal one.
He was in league with a sinful faith, whose troops in the armies of Louis
XIV were even then endangering all Protestant nations.

There are perhaps two important things to note about this story and its
implications for contemporary attitudes. First, it reveals the continuing pur-
chase of religious commitment in England in the early eighteenth cent ury. In
contrast to a tradition of scholarship which has argued that English society
became rapidly more secularised and religiously indifferent after the civil

I I) [Bromley , Remarks made (169i p. 149
Bromley referred to William III as prince of ()range, not king ok — the sane e,/ accused
him of questioning of the monarch `s legitimacy.
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war, Bromley's humiliation suggests that the defence of England's faith was

still a very live issue fifty years after that conflict.' When the man's enemies

wanted to ruin his chances of becoming speaker, they insinuated that he was

a closet Catholic, presumably believing that there was still no other charge

which could be more damaging to his reputation. Second, the republication

of Bromley's work reveals the strong European dimension of popular English

thought in the period. In contrast to interpretations which have suggested

pre-modern England was insular and xenophobic — or that with the rise

of national sentiment, it was becoming even more so — the 1705 incident

suggests that people were actually closely interested their European neigh-

bours.' After all, the satire launched at Bromley was only possible because

he had taken a tour on the continent and had published an account of it

which he thought people would like to read. The satire was also only possi-

ble because Bromley had tried to write in a tradition of travel literature which

had been established by authors making the journey before him, and which

had already become dominant enough to influence the young tourist. Finally,

it is probable that the satire was aimed at an audience who had themselves

visited places Bromley described. Jokes about the suffocating obviousness of

what Bromley reported, and about the author's credulousness in the face of

tawdry superstition, would have been funniest to those who had seen what

he had seen. Therefore, alongside a fiercely Protestant England there was a

cosmopolitan one: the English were familiar with, and fascinated by, their

neighbours.

This book sets out to explore the obvious paradox contained in the atti-

tudes revealed by the shaming of William Bromley. For the crucial period

between the restoration in 1660 and the accession of George III a century

later, it anns to explain how the English to adhered to a vehement Protes-

tantism, vet remained closely connected to a continent on which Catholi-

cism predominated. Examining this apparent contradiction is vital — not

only because the paradox clouds England's attitudes to the outside world

at precisely the moment when she emerged as the world's premier power —

but also because scholarship has deepened the problem. Traditional nar-

ratives, as mentioned above, saw the English becoming less interested in

religious conflict in the century after 1660. One result of this, it was assumed,

12 FOI eXplICIt statements of this tradition: Christopher 11111, SHme /welled/HI consequences

ul the Ii)//g/tsti revolution (1980); Steven (). A. Pincus, Protestantism and patriotism:

and the making of li.nOish loreign policy, 1 650-1668 ( Cambridge, 1996) ; J. (1.
Pocock, The Maelnatielhan moment (Princeton. NI, 1975), last sections; C. J. Somerville,

IIc sccit/ar/zatrou of early 1710[1e111 Vngland (Oxford, 1 992).
For English xenophobia: Paul Langford, Iii nglisbness idemilicas nianlICIS and character

80—/ 350 ( Oxford, 2000), pp. 199-225, and works in n. 15 below. Linda Colley, Britons:
Rnignre Ibe nation 1707- 1337 ( New !Liven, CE, 1992), chs. suggested 'Britishness 1

meant alienation from a benighted continent.

1 11/ 1)( i dl ial 0/1

was that the population fell in love with Europe as an enlightened tolerance

ended bigoted shunning of alien faiths. Established accounts, therefore, could

explain the cosmopolitanism of late Stuart and Georgian England, but only

at the expense of ignoring its continuing loyalty to the Protestant cause."

Some more recent scholars, most notably Linda Colley, have tried to reverse

this trend by reasserting the importance of religious rivalries in post-civil

war society.'' They have argued that the English saw themselves primarily

as a Protestant people: a nation chosen by God to uphold the true religion

and to crush the anti-Christian distortions of his faith which were embod-

ied m the church of Rome. The problem here is the opposite intellectual

trap. Whilst arguing strongly that anti-Catholicism survived, this reading

of the past suggests this staunch Protestantism set the English apart from

other Europeans. Anti-popery made the Catholic-dominated continent alien,

whilst the notion that the English were a chosen people gave them a sense

of isolating uniqueness. Looking at these interpretations together, there is a

clear and urgent problem. We have religiously committed Englands on offer,

and cosmopolitan ones: but there are few accounts of that simultaneous

anti-popery and engagement with the continent which destroyed Bromley

in 1705.

The chapters which follow try to supply this deficiency. As they do so,

they uncover a complex story, m which attitudes to religion and to foreign-

ers interacted in different ways, were constantly renegotiated, and affected a

range of political and cultural disputes. On examination, it appears it has not

only been historians who have had difficulty reconciling a deep attachment

to an English faith and a sense that England was part of a wider continent.

Contemporaries wrestled with the tension between these attitudes, and tried

to resolve it in an inventive variety of action and argument. l'or example,

the first chapter illustrates the ambiguities by continuing where the Bromley

story left off. It explores English travel writing, and finds authors struggling,

to describe a continent which they knew would be of interest to readers,

but whose prevailing cultural force — the Roman Catholic church — had

to be condemned. In this struggle, travellers divided Europe into reformed

11 Almost all histories oil the enlightenment assume ;i1 connection between cosmopolitanism

and shunning religious conflict. 1 1 01 a concise guide: Dorinda Outram, The fiul/g/thimmin/
( Cambridge, 1995); though Roy Porter, The en,i;lightenment (I lounchnills, 2001), suggests

pride in enlightenment could lead to Rritish patriotism.

Colley, Britons, passim; Linda Colley, 'Britishness and otherness: an :1 rg11111C11C, II

(1992), 309-29. Also, ()))110 IIaydon, 'I love or king and country, burs Roman Catholic

hate', in TonyClaydon and Ian McBride, eds., otestanosin and national :Niel:lily: Ibllain
and Ireland. 1660- 1550 (Cambridge, 1 998), pp. 133-32; Kathleen Wilson. fi.q) seise o/

the people: politics, culture and imperialism in Lngland I715-17S5 R.ambridgc, 1 9951.
pp. 169-74; though Jonathan Scott, 1111 0111,1 1s troubles (Cambridge, 20001...1Y:clip; strong
contmentalisin m English anti-popery,    
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and unreformed regions. They denigrated the latter and expressed solidar-

ity with the former, but they also saw things which linked their contrasted

mental entities. Especially, they recognised a common Christian civilisa-

tion which provided familiar points of reference even at the darkest heart

of the Catholic world. Chapter 2 similarly illustrates a continual remod-

elling of identities, this time within works of history. Surveying ways in

which English authors wrote about their nation's past, it demonstrates a

sense that the country had been radically separated from its neighbours

by the sixteenth-century reformation; but also a sense of participation in

a broad renewal which had also gripped Germany, France, the Netherlands

and Switzerland. At yet another level, elements of the nation's story — par-

ticularly the medieval heritage of its church — drove historians to identify

with conummities larger than Protestantism. They were forced to acknowl-

edge that England had once been part of a culture which had included the

lands still dominated by popery, and that in some important senses, she still

was.

The remaining chapters build on such ambiguities, and examine how ideas

about faith and geography fuelled debates about England's role in the world,

and about her domestic settlement. Chapter 3 looks at foreign policy. It

admits it can be hard to see this driven by religious or cosmopolitan identi-

ties because England allied with people of a variety of faiths to pursue what

looked like material national interests. Yet the chapter also examines pub-

lic justifications of foreign relations, and in these the picture changes. The

English often discussed their external interventions as attempts to defend

the European reformation in complex situations where it was unwise to

alienate all Roman Catholics. They also showed considerable concern for

Christianity as a whole. They supported campaigns to protect the faith from

Islam in the Balkans and Mediterranean, and took vigorous action against its

enemies from within. Thus policies which can certainly be read as political

moves against rival nations must also be understood as attempts to uphold

Protestantism or an international Christian order. The fourth chapter goes on

cataloguing clashing identities. Concentrating on the battles between Whigs

and Tories which dominated English history from the 1670s to the I 720s,

it shows these driven by different readings of England's participation in

communities of faith which spanned Europe. So, party debates over the con-

stitution were shaped by disagreement about how best to serve England's

obligations to believers abroad. Must the English assert popular rights

against bad rulers if they were to protect the faithful of the continent, or

would such ideas destabilise the nation and ensure it failed in this duty?

Ecclesiastical arguments between Whigs and Tories had a similarly foreign

focus. Should the English identify more with the international reforma-

tion charted by the historians in the second chapter, or with the broader

111/1 )0(111d1011

Christian church which those scholars had also outlined? In all these discus-

sions, widely shared — but often also contradictory — assumptions led protag-

onists to startlingly different conclusions. Individuals were forcing diverse

pieces of their worldview to create responses to ambiguities and dilemmas;

this could lead to hopeless inconsistencies, bitter disagreements and sudden

shifts of position.

Much of what follows, therefore, may seem to deepen rather than dispel

the confusions of English faith and cosmopolitanism. Yet there are broad

lessons which emerge from the late Stuart and Georgian material winch can

begin to simplify what was going on in English minds. Most importantly,

it becomes clear that a religious confession cannot ultimately be a force

for insularity, however frequently Protestantism might appear to have iso-

lated England from her neighbours. Contemporary commentators may have

i mplied that upholding the Protestant faith made the English a unique people,

and modern historians may analyse the construction of a foreign Catholic

'other' which forged English identity in rejection of the alien abroad, but 61

fact religious commitment tends to introduce wider perspectives than this.

As Israel's God made clear n the later books of the Old destament, deities

who confine their attentions to one country are diminished deities. 16 Reli-

gions usually have missions to the whole of mankind. They claim to have

branches across the world and to recruit for a universal struggle against

the ungodly, so their adherents cannot base a narrow nationalism on their

faith.' Late Stuart and early Georgian Protestantism was no exception. As

will be demonstrated, it had a supranational vision, which saw the English

as only a part of a European community of the reformed. If the English were

in any way special or chosen, this election merely meant they had a peculiar

duty to protect this widely dispersed community. For them, Protestantism

and cosmopolitanism were not contradictory, but flowed straight from each

other.

The second lesson also reconciles religion and Europe, but does so in a

context even broader than the protestant international. It is that the concept

of 'Christendom', an identity encompassing all followers of Jesus of whatever

denomination, survived in England into the Georgian era. Exen through the

bitterest wars of religion, and even amongst those most corn mitred to the

Protestant cause, there remained a belief that ;III Christians were united and

that the continent on which they lived shared a common destiny. Traditional

interpretations would doubt this. The Protestant reformation is usually held

' 6 For instance Isaiah 4 9 :6 Mall(' it Clear the Messiah would be a light to the Gentile, not

si mply a saviour of the Icxvs.

Historians of the Tudor and earl\ Stuart church lia‘e recognised the inteinruoikil

is m of English Protestantism.. Patrick Colliuson , The bollypaiNs r)I Protect:on' i'll ))41,e)7)1
( Basingstokc. 1988), ch. I.
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to have destroyed the medieval vision of a single western church, and replaced

it by hitter rivalries. 5 It is this interpretation which demands a weakening of

religious affiliation before cosmopolitanism could re-emerge. Europe had to

be integrated through a secular enlightenment, the argument implies, because

after the sixteenth century faith could only divide. However, whilst it is true

some people sought to unite Europeans by attacking religious enthusiasm,

this was not the only type of cosmopolitanism. Those most deeply committed

to their own confessions, including English Protestants, retained a vision

of a single Christendom. As we shall repeatedly see, they tried to defend it

against infidel enemies from outside, they believed it enshrined a moral order

of international relations which must be upheld, and they even felt the pull

of a transnational church which had somehow survived the schisms of the

sixteenth century.
A third lesson is simply how powerful the two religious internationalisms

were. As the following chapters show, concepts of a Protestant interna-

tional, and of a united Christendom, emerged repeatedly in the century

after the civil war. They shaped the possibilities of thought, formed vital

parts of English identity, and frequently determined the grounds of debate.

Indeed, they provide material for a profound challenge to existing interpre-

tations of English history, The period between 1660 and 1760 has long been

recognised as crucial to England's development. This was when the coun-

try emerged front international impotence to become the world's strongest

power; and when she secured her peculiarly free, pluralistic and stable pol-

itics. Yet existing accounts of these achievements have centred on internal

processes. To explain progress, scholars have analysed England's constitu-

tional settlements; her social, economic and cultural development; and the

bureaucratic organisation of her 'fiscal-military' state." By contrast, promi-

nent discussion of Christians overseas suggests that those involved in remod-

elling the country did not always focus on such domestic matters. Frequently,

they were driven by their profound sense of belonging to a transnational ref-

ormation, or to a Europe-wide — even worldwide — faith. Put simply, the

English often felt their strongest duties were to their coreligionists abroad. It

was these duties which led them to support the wars which built England's

international strength; and these which led them to reject internal settlements

which might hobble the country's godly obligations.

" A recent statement is Edwin Jones, The action: the great nryth (Sutton, 1998),

which asserts: 'The reformation was the greatest revolution in English history. it meant that

England was suddenly separated from the Europe of Western Christendom', p. 15. General
accounts of the reformation also assume a sundering: e.g. Eakin Cameron, Early modern

11zi mpe ( Oxford, 1999) — which sees the 'harmony of the Christian world ... in fragments'

by 1550, p. 100.
14 See below, chs. 3-4.

Fourthly, whilst it is clear we must i'c' beyond England to explain the
English, we must also choose the right international context in which to

study their history. In the last decades of the twentieth century, scholars

urged each other to avoid considering jaigland in isolation, but the wider

picture many adopted was still pretty 1, ,cal. A style of 'new British history'

,derstood as a constant interactiondemanded that the English past be in

with Scots, Welsh and Irish, and for a While the field came to be dominated

by studies of `anglo-celtic' entanglement-2° The chapters which follow oho,

some of this interpretation's strictures b5 considering the importance of such

themes as the 1707 union with Scotland Yet even as the new 'British' inter

pretation gained momentum, doubts en Pt in. Some commentators objected

that the narrative of full, reciprocal into action between the 'British' nations

was too complex to tell; or that many who had tried to tell it had actu-

ally fallen back on an 'enriched English' history, which only attempted to

understand the other countries in so 1 tr as they had affected their larger.
neighbour. 21 This work accepts such cril icism by making no bones about its

English bias. This is a study of England; not Britain; and it sacrifices many

of the fascinating complexities of 
,
ano, celtic' interaction in order to tell a

focused story. It also, however, challcnrcs the assumptions behind the new

British history. Concentration on Englai,d can he defended both because the

British' nations remained very different cultures throughout our period (so

including Scotland or Ireland would c( atfuse an already complex story of

multiple identities), and because Englami remained the dominant core of the

British state created in 1707. Beyond this, the fact that the English cared so

much about an extremely wide-ranginr Protestantism, and about an even
sbroader Christendom, suggests relation with immediate neighbours were

 As we shall see, the English werenot always their most pressing anxiety .

concerned about the fate of the Scots ;int! Irish; but they were at least as

concerned about the reformation's survi- al m France, 1 lolland, Switzerland,

Germany and Austria; about Christiania v's struggle with infidels at the bor-

ders of the faith; and about dangerous apostates in the very heart of the

the original call for 'British history" was mark ii' 1. G. A. Pocock, 'British history: a plea for a

new sullect', / M11, 47(19 7 5), 601-28. Glenn I "urgers, ed., 1 /he new Priticlrbi,ctiiry (1 1) 1 9 9 1)
usefully analyses the historiography for the s

, wait age. hot a, flavour tit the scholarship:

Steven G. Ellis and Sarah Barber, eds., Condric5/ ant / """" i "5 ,"" mwg a, flyil 14 ' '51)11
' 1. 1 58 .--,

1 725 (Ilarlow, 1995); Brendan Bradshaw and 1
"aer Roberts,D  eds., Brittsft consimi))ncs,•! ,cur l

identity: die making of Britain, 1533-1707 (Cal ) '1 1,dge)1998'; 
S.

 I. ( ')Iffluilvii , 'dii kolg ,
/"His

united? Great Britain and Ireland since 1500 (1 1 " b") 1999) )
Si For criticisms: Nicholas Canny, 'Irish, Scout .11 and Welsh responses to centralisation,

1510—L:1640', in Alexander Grant and Keith 1' Stringer, eds., unity, th, knigiiiim)-1 Hy
making HI .

 British Ifistory (1995), pp. 147-69 1611 >' Clavdon, 'Problems with the Brills!)
problem', Par/iamctitart : History, 16 (1997), 2 ) 11 77: ' 1 " 11)1 Cla Y' 1 ""' 11'11111'h history "" 14

post-revolutionary world', in Burgess, New 13)1 ''''b " 1 •51 " 1 ?) 1, pp. 11.5-37.
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faithful's territory. The new British history, therefore, has helped set Eng-
land in a wider context, but the evidence suggests this context was not wide
enough, and in what follows we will deliberately play it down to stress a
continental alternative.

This geographic lesson has another aspect. Although some scholars con-
centrated on the three kingdoms at the expense of Europe, sonic others
ranged way beyond these. A long tradition of imperial history charted inter-
actions with peoples around the globe, and this has recently been joined by an
'Atlantic' history, stressing the particular interdependence of Britain, Ireland
and their settlements in North America and the Caribbean. 22 Again, much
admirable work has been done in these spheres: but again it risks demoting
continental Europe in English perceptions. First, we will see that England's
inhabitants were relatively ignorant of far-flung places in the late Stuart and
early Hanoverian periods. Few went to Africa or Asia; these regions had rel-
atively little impact on the consciousness of those who stayed at home; and
although the American colonies were being settled, they were of surprisingly
little concern to people of the metropolis before the crisis of the 1760s. 23 The
Ottoman Turks have been claimed as a possible exception to this neglect of
non-Europeans, but the claim dissolves on examination. English comment
on the Turks peaked in the 1680s when they were at the gates of Vienna, but
as they were driven from the heart of Europe in the next decades, interest
faded. Second, we should note that even the transnational religious identities
we will examine rarely directed eyes across the great oceans. Almost all the
world's Protestants lived in north-west Europe, and the English tended to
worry about reformed Christians elsewhere primarily as colonial extensions

l'h e fruits of imperial scholarship were stimmarised in Nicholas P. Canny, ed., " I'he Oxford

history of the British empire, vol. 1, Om origins ( Oxford, 1998); and Peter Marshall, ed.,

I N Oxford history of the British empire, vol. 2, Tlye eighteenth century ( Oxford, 1998). lior

examples of Atlantic history: Piernard Nilyn and Philip D. Morgan, eds., Strangers :Ham/ the

realm: cutturaimargms of the just 13110sh empire ( Williamsburg, 1991); I )avid Armitage and

NI chael J. 1.3raddick, eds., lip! Bratsk Atlantic it  (2002); l)avid Armitage, ed.. Greater

Britain, 516-1 775 (20041.
For lack of travel, see below, pp. 63-6 Arguing for a lack of interest in America is difficult

when there are real examples of engagement. See the missionary activity mentioned below,

p. 345, or the interchange of people across the ocean (Gillian Wagner, Thomas Coram, gent.,

1 668-1751 (Woodbridge, 2004), takes a figure whose American links are often forgotten).

however, the point is the relative lack of interest. This is demonstrated, for example, by

the European focus of English discussion of 1689 (see below. ch. 4) even though Amer-

ican colonies also experienced political turmoil: Richard R. Johnson, 'The revolution of

1 688-9 in the American colonies', in Jonathan 1. Israel. ed., The Angio-Dutch moment

i Cainhridg,e, 1991), pp. 214-A0, Similarly, English politicians were happy to give away

American gains io secure European allies at the 1748 Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle; and many

readings of the 1760s crisis stress the ignorance in England of American circumstances: e.g.

I. R. Christie. Crisis of empire (1966); P. 0. G.1 homas, British Politics and the Stamp Act

crisis (197S).

of European wars.' Of course Christians generally were more widespread
than their reformed variant. Beyond the lands occupied by Protestants and
Roman Catholics (which will be the core of this study) there were the Ortho-
dox of the near east and Russia; the African churches of Ethiopia and south-
ern Sudan; and groups of the faithful in the Caucausus and elsewhere. Many
of these communities were respected and ancient, and were sometimes men-
tioned in English ecclesiological discussions.' However, the existence of such
Christians was usually marginal to the public discourse on which we shall
focus. For example, few non-westerners featured in debates on foreign policy
because these people were not major powers. The exception was Russia, but
her influence was only becoming clear towards the end of our period, and her
spheres of control were only starting to impinge upon English interests." In
discussion of domestic issues, tensions within Protestantism and the threat
of Rome were familiar and hotly discussed. In comparison, Orthodoxy and
other theologies were too little known to have much purchase. 27 For the
English, therefore, 'Christendom' meant largely Christianity in western and
central Europe. For all these reasons we will discuss Africa, the Orient, the
Levant, Russia or the Americas when they became relevant to contemporary
perceptions, but this did not happen nearly as often as Italy, Germany, the
Netherlands, France or Spain came to the front of people's minds.

The final lesson is implicit in the other four. It is simply that English identity
was — and almost certainly remains — far more fluid, open and multi-layered
than is often believed. Commentators on modern culture often assume a fixed
and narrow Englishness. They lament a bigoted English insularity, which
accounts for everything from reluctance to learn languages to scepticism
about the pan-European project.' Historians, meanwhile, have noted an

24 in our period, concern for the American colonies was concentrated at times when European

wars spread over the Atlantic. Thus there was tar more in the 1740s than in the 720s:

we Kathleen Wilsun , The sense of the people: politics, iailtnre and imperialism in fait:land.
1 715-1785 (Oxford, 1 995); Robert I- lams, A patriot press: national polaps and the
press in the 1 740s ( Oxford, 1993).

There was sympathy for Greek Christians under the lurk, and interest m their evasion of

Rome's clutches. See (among figures who will feature elsewhere in this hook): Pa u l 14,saiii,

The present state of the Greek and Armenian churches (1679); Rishop Ilenry Compton's
care for the Greeks to his diocese - Edward Carpenter, The Protestant bishop (1965), cll. 19:
or Edward Stephens' work for reconciliation between English and Greek churches - Geoff

Kemp, 'Stephens, Edward", 00NB, L11:461-2.
26 l'or Russia's increasing impact and cultural prominence: e.g. A. Rothstein, Peter the Great

and Alarthorough (1986); Anthony Cross, iing/o-Ru=stan re/a/ ions in the eli;ibi erinT

Interestingly, the preface to RycauEs Present state assumed readers would need guichm,

through unfamiliar material, and stressed the lessons the eastern churches had for the more

familiar Romanists and reformed.
28 Press comment is joined by scholarly analysts: Rohm Cohen, krontters pluiltnyi the British

and the others (flarlow, 1994); and the introduction and conclusion of Colley 's Unpins.
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abiding English xenophobia; and they have charted the rise of a nationalism

(albeit dating it to very different periods), which set up the national interest

as its highest ideal, and was based on rejection of a series of alien, foreign

'others'.29 Yet in the vital period when England emerged as the major, and

as a peculiarly liberal, power, there was no such unreflecting introspection.

Certainly, the people we shall meet were aware of their Englishness. They

appealed to English law and history, to the rights of Englishmen, to Eng-

land's trading interests, even to England's extraordinary covenant with God.

Rut whilst English people were English, they were just as clearly Protestants

and Christians. These broader (though sometimes contradictory) identities

exploded any constricting nationality, and ensured England was endlessly

tossed between different levels of self-understanding. This was especially

true as neither Protestantism nor Christianity were themselves fixed bodies.

"lhey could be envisioned as encompassing different people (for instance,

the English disagreed bitterly whether all followers of the reformation were

equal brethren), and they could be understood in different senses (Christen-

dom was by turns a geographical, a moral, a military and an ecclesiologi-

cal construct). As William Rromley discovered, such ideological turbulence

could be uncomfortable. Yet it opened people to a vast range of experience;

and it explained much of the astonishing dynamism of English society in the

century after the civil war.

lair attempts to date English nationalism: Leah Greenfield, Nationalism: live roads to moder-
nity ((:ambridge,1\ 1A, 1992), and Pines, highs!? nation, argue for I leery V lIrs reign; Steven
Pincus, '"To protect- English liberties": the English nationalist revolution Of 1688-9', in Tony
Cloy don and Ian McBride, eds., Protestantism and national identity: Britain and Ireland,
1660-d 850 (Cambridge, 1998) — the late seventeenth century; and Gerald Newman, J Ar'
rise (,1 d:nglisb nationalism, I740-19.30 (1987) — the mid-Georgian period. Other scholars
plump for the middle ages, or the nineteenth century..


